Crisis of Covid 19 Pandemic in 2020

I feel that the present “Covid19 Pandemic” is Nature’s reminder to us that we need to stabilize World Human Population level quickly. Because, as the population level increases, population density increases and it becomes much easier for viruses like the present Corona Virus to spread easily, and create havoc as we are seeing currently.

How do we stabilize Human Population Level? We need to make “maximum 2-children policy” as the norm in our society. If the Wife in a family becomes pregnant for the 3rd time, we need to give her the freedom to have an abortion, or make sure that either she or her husband are sterilized after she gives birth.

Galip Ulsoy, a colleague of mine feels that education of Women and their participation in the national economy fully, helped keep population level stable (except through immigration) in several countries like the US, European countries etc.

It will be nice to see our country adopt this “maximum 2-children policy” as our National Policy, and persuade other countries in the rest of the World to follow suit. This will also reduce the number of illegal immigrants entering our country across its southern boundary.

Please help anyway you can to achieve this goal.

Thank you Very much and Best Wishes to you,

Katta G. Murty, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. 10 April 2020.